
History is not stuck in the past. The evidence for this message
is the strength of the theory and method.

Historians today will be judged by the future historians and
history-reading generations on our interpretation and reading
of history from the past.

In the conservative case, history is not so much stuck in past
as suffering its common inertia.
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The historiography of squatters, explorers, surveyors, and
district pioneers keeps going-on in the aging imagination.

Yet the new theoretical paradigms since the mid-twentieth
century have overcome the stagnated ways of thinking about
the past.
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Except for local history. To clarify, the revolution has already
started and the revolution is coming. Placing aside the better
historians, local history organisations are uncritically obsess in
what has appeared as the new industries since the late 1980s
– heritage, genealogy, family history, and more recently
property history.

What is poorly understood is that these legitimate but very
narrow sub-fields were hegemonic arts of the cultural elite for
centuries.

In a strange twist these industries are very fragmented; they
operate in a very post-modern manner.
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The fragmentation of post-modernists, has been shown in
recent years, to be disempowering for the common person,
and from the hands of the cultural elites. There are evolving
conceptual structures that are broadly emancipating, and on
that point, conservative, liberal, and radical historians should
be able to fully agree.

However, this is not the argument developed for this paper,
but the wider historiographical context.

What I am looking at today is how better local historians are
creating an emerging revolution, using the recent theories and
methods of networks and scales – being able to think about
the mapping of space-time, and move up and down, in and
out with our research and narratives.
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I will now describe two of my projects. Next, I will discuss the
historiographical challenges in rolling out the work within local
history communities. And I conclude with a few connecting
observations with what other historians here are doing, and
offer a thesis summary.

There are two different types of digital mapping. Mapping
Brisbane History Website Project is historical geography. The
History and Philosophy in Queensland Website Project is
conceptual mapping, and with the sub-project of “Brisbane
Thinkers and Local Researching, Educating, and Informing
Institutions”.

In both cases there is significant attention to networks and
scales. Research and narratives moves up and down, and in
and out.
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The landscape mapping project began six years ago. In that time the
Brisbane City Council funded the project three times, sponsored by
the Coopers Plains Local History Group as an organisational member
of the Brisbane Southside History Network.

Council funding accumulated to $32,870. In total the project had
nine paid professionals, and approximately 42 volunteers from 48
institutional partners, in terms of community organisations and
public depositaries.

[Click]

The website currently has 1,060 places in the mapping program with
21 data fields employed, and four filtering epochs. I estimate that
there is scope for at least 2,000 places of historical significance.

More to be said later on the landscape mapping.
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The conceptual mapping project, in contrast, is my own unpaid
research work that began in 2015. The central idea was how to
frame Queensland collective biography in charts and maps of
social history and philosophy. [Click]

The specific historiography for the project came from Randall
Collins’ Global Theory of Intellectual Change, published in 1998.
Collins’ idea was that we can map philosophical schools which
produced sociological change. I reasoned that if you can map
global academic schools of thought, why could we not map social
philosophy at the scale of Queensland and local histories.

Two sub-projects rescaled the mapping.

When I was a Q ANZAC 100 Fellow at the State Library of
Queensland, I sought out the Queensland thinkers that shaped
the understanding of war and peace for the state, not only
before and during World War I, but as the legacy in the attitudes
towards war and peace during the World Wars interbellum.
[Click]

Looking for these thinkers, the turning point was the very large
trove of the online Australian Dictionary of Biography (ADB).
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I then created two biographical databases from the online ADB
program, one for the state and one for the capital city. The criteria
was residency and expert sub-fields of the reflective arts,
humanities, and social sciences. Employing 41 data fields, I was
looking at just over 300 Queensland thinkers from 1823 to the year
2000, with a database list of 284 thinkers for Brisbane. The
predominance of the capital is not surprising, but it should be noted
that a large section of thinkers crossed between the state’s regions
and the metropolis.

In this case residency meant a substantive period where there was
engagement of the person with any of the three types of
institutions: informing institutions such as libraries; educating
institutions such as schools; and researching institutions such as
places of higher education.

There is much scope to debate the historical significance of persons
for the City, but the connections themselves are irrefutable once
they are mapped, and the significance cannot be determined
without those maps.

More to be said later on the conceptual mapping.
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The challenge is to convince local history communities that
Brisbane has evolved into a global city.

It is the argument that Denver Beanland puts in his recent
book, “Brisbane - Australia's New World City” (2016).
Beanland had focused on the Brisbane City Council, and so it is
revealing that when I applied the same argument to the City’s
cultural and social transmission, one local history group
actually collapsed.

Brisbane did not just become a world city overnight. It was a
struggle between the City’s creative persons and the cultural
and social attitudes that pervaded the City’s population across
the twentieth century. In this regard, our two large projects
come together in the production of digital geography and
conceptual maps. As the social science groundwork, it
provides that narrative of a cultural struggle to adapt to the
sociological model of a world city.
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Talking with many members of Brisbane’s local history community, has
been like the snow globe slipping from Kane’s hand and smashing on the
floor: an insular and closed world of nostalgia and provincial paranoid,
casting yellow-journalistic conspiracy theories upon the inside glass
reflection, until the globe smashes on the ground of historical facts and
sound logic.

Those familiar with BBC Two’s surreal satire, “The League of
Gentlemen”, will understand the idea in the expression,

“This is a local shop, for local people; there's nothing for you here.”

Local history is a precious thing; in the sense of a grasping for dear life
on what small mementos we have left. Economic insecurity and the fear
of losing our self-identity lead to shunning the outside world. Scaling up
in the focus of the Queensland capital is risky and so, “there's nothing
for you here.”

It is not a challenge of the City’s residents, communities, and
institutions, catching up with contemporary history. Globalisation, for
good, bad or worse, is yesterday’s news.

What landscape and conceptual mapping can do is demonstrate how far
back in time the global connections have gone, and how wide the global
distributions in urban space.
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First, in this mapping space, we see the City’s Cultural and Scholarly
Sphere, places of higher education and culture. [Click]

The exceptions of the Banyo and the Nathan Campus should be
noted. Australian Catholic University’s Banyo campus is on the
North-East outskirts. Griffith University’s Nathan Campus is on a
mountain range that marks the passing through to the outer
Brisbane Southside. [Click]

Apart from Banyo, all the other places of higher learning have closed
down on the Brisbane Northside. [Click]

This leaves the focus of the historical development

• on the Inner City and South Brisbane; [Click]
• on the area of Victoria Park, Herston, and Bowen Hills,

immediately north of the Brisbane Township; [Click]
• from 1938 the new University of Queensland main campus

started to be built at St Lucia; [Click]
• for a long time the University has had a Mining School and

Facility at Pinjarra Hills; [Click]
• and the Seven Hills Art College once existed in the Brisbane’s

Inner South-East.
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I have only time for two quick observations. Brisbane
Southside has had fewer places of higher education and
culture, and very few such places developed in relation to the
traditional Southern Passage of Logan Road, the Old Pacific
Highway to the Logan and Gold Coast Cities.
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In comparison, the traditional Western Passage of Moggill and
Milton Roads was busier in terms of connecting with places of
higher education and culture. The passage is now more
conveniently connected with the Legacy Tunnel, and with the
St. Lucia campus connected by a bus and pedestrian bridge to
the Brisbane Southside.
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I have been experimenting with two very different examples
of conceptual mapping for the History & Philosophy in
Queensland website. [Click]

I will briefly mention the matrix charts. [Click]

From the data of ADB entries, and other information,
qualifying judgements are made on a scale for belief and
socio-political disposition. [Click]

The idea of the belief scale refers to the practice between
nihilism and ritualism, with the view that extreme ends meet.
[Click]

The idea of the socio-political scale refers to ideological
positioning, again with the view that extreme ends meet.
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More recently I have used the Kumu software program to produce a
standard concept map format, examining the Department of History
at the University of Queensland. [Click]

A big limitation has been the visuals. It appears impossible to get the
diagram on one screen and to be able to clearly read the details in a
static image. [Click]

The strength of the maps is the connector lines.

Here the blue line shows where the historian was educated. The red
line is where the historian worked. And the orange line illustrates
where there was both a connection of education and workplace at
universities. [Click 7 times Rod Fisher last]

Different types of journeys of academic historians between
universities can be shown, and importantly it shows how the
Department was tied nationally and internationally in certain periods
of time.
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Finally, I wish to 

• make only a few conclusions drawn  from a literature 
review; 

• highlight connections with the conference presentations of 
the chairperson and my co-presenters in this session; and

• make a brief comment on where I am heading in the 
approach of landscape and conceptual mapping for Brisbane 
local history.
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[Click to start the automation]
I have produced a combined-scaled Literature Review, from 81 sets of
search terms using the NLA Trove database and 49 sets for the JSTOR
database.

The databasing of the literature involved categorisations of
environmental, social and cultural transmission, and of global
themes.

There are 55 items in the global sub-set, and 20 items in the
Australian sub-set.

There are 463 items for the Brisbane Literature Review, the vast
majority from the NLA Trove, but there were 46 items published
overseas.

What I am not saying is that any small unit of history and geography
has the whole universe in miniature, and I am not saying that all
important themes will be found in state and local history.

What I am saying is that rigorous and comprehensive landscape
mapping and conceptual mapping will reveal much bigger worlds
than most imagine.
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On my recent trip to the UK, I was inspired by purchasing a copy of the
London Blue Plaque Guide. There is a comparative study waiting to be
done on how different world cities memorialize in plaques and other
monuments. Brisbane’s heritage plaque system is dominated by the
idea of place, the heritage buildings, not as in the London system
where persons prevail.

It does raise questions about the idea of a mass of individuals.
Brisbane has its own history of mass migration, marked in our
mapping program as places, such as Yungaba at Kangaroo Point, the
Wacol Housing Camp, and the housing commission suburbs of Inala,
Acacia Ridge, and Banoon. These regions of mass migrations were
predominately on the Brisbane Southside.

In this context of individuals and the masses, my particular interest is
in the collective biography of the City’s writers as vehicles of social and
cultural transmissions. I have made preliminary investigations into a
bibliometric project for writers, book trade, and world-changing
publishing for Queensland and the capital city.

In this regard, the choice is not forced between the individual and the
masses.
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My thesis summary is this.

For too long, the memory of past local communities has been
consumed in the love of folk history, since it is written from
the perspective of local people, “like us”.

Lost was the memory of those other people and those
neighbouring areas. “A Local Shop for Local People”. What was
obscured is how the local can also be the past of a larger scale.

The historiography of networking outwards and scaling
upwards is what we are doing from inside the boundaries of
local history. Small is Big.

We believe that anyone can discover bigger worlds within
smaller units, and in doing so, we find together the freedom
to traverse the boundaries.
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